
“I see my two soldiers hardly inconvenienced you at all, good 
fellows.”

#7 was ice cool. I tried to look tough, but I knew what this Lump was 
capable of. He strode forward into the centre of the room, helping 
his #165 to his feet. The soldier had put his glasses back on, 
deflatedly.

“Why don’t you two run along now, see if #1’s drink needs freshening. “Why don’t you two run along now, see if #1’s drink needs freshening. 
Tell her I won’t be long.”

The soldiers looked ashamed. After a quick glance between them, they 
were suddenly immersed into an electronic flash, which shrunk into a 
single point - and they were gone.

“Teleportation.” #7 said. “I suppose it’s another of my inventions “Teleportation.” #7 said. “I suppose it’s another of my inventions 
you abstain from detective.” He was talking to me, even as I cowered 
away in the corner of the room, hoping he wouldn’t see me.

“Leave the kid out of this, 7.” #147 boomed.

Kid? I’m no spring chicken, I thought, but I suppose compared to #147 
Mt. Lumps World is probably a kid…

“That’s #7 to you, old timer.” #7 bit back, stepping towards him.

“We’re stopping the Rapture.” #147 returned the move, closing the “We’re stopping the Rapture.” #147 returned the move, closing the 
distance and towering over the villainous businessman.

“You don’t want to do this, 147. You don’t want to get in our way.”

“For the love of Slime Ears, 7, would you look at yourself. This has 
all gone too far.”

“Too far?”

“It’s arrogance, it’s madness.”

A beat.A beat.

“Madness?”

Without warning, #7 threw a chop to the side of #147’s left knee, 
popping the joint out of place. It was a bizarre thing to witness. 
Bizarre and terrifying. The old smoker instantly yelped in pain and 
fell to one knee, clutching the other.

“Madness. Hm. Progress is madness?” He said, sarcastically, before “Madness. Hm. Progress is madness?” He said, sarcastically, before 
slapping #147 around the face.

With no regard for my own safety, I instinctively ran to intervene, 
but I was held back. #292. Her vice-like grip held me close. I turned 
to face her for an explanation but she returned a stern look. I 
daren’t speak.

#147 quivered.



“You don’t seem to think my gizmos and gadgets are so mad when you’re 
selling them to kids from your decrepit shack on the outskirts of 
town…” #147 bowed his head. “You’re a disgrace to your kind.”

I couldn’t bare it any longer. I wriggled free of #292 and ran for my 
gun. As this distracted #7, #147 produced a piping hot pair of giant 
tweezers form his chest, pinching the nose of #7. I headed for the 
gun, the two wrestled.

The size and weight of #147 couldn’t hold up the snake-like The size and weight of #147 couldn’t hold up the snake-like 
flexibility and pure grappling skill of #7, who used the smoker’s 
bulk against him, pinning him to the floor. Ripping off his shirt, he 
fired up his hidden reactor chest and produced a gun, holding it to 
the smoker’s head.

“Not so fast.” I said, pressing my own gun against the back of #7’s 
head. “I’ve got you now.”

This was it. I could save #147, I could end the Rapture.This was it. I could save #147, I could end the Rapture.

When suddenly.

“Put the gun down, boy.”

It was #292, holding a rocket launcher aimed at all of us.

And I thought playing cards at the Lumps Legends Member’s Club was 
stressful…

Suddenly a booming thud began slowly vibrating the whole building, Suddenly a booming thud began slowly vibrating the whole building, 
the whole town it seemed. I instantly knew what for.

“Oh, what do you know… The fashion show is starting.” #7 smiled. 
“What say the four of us talk this over in some front row seats?”

#147 looked at me, I looked at #292. They looked at each other.

“Yes.” Said the hostess, “I think that could be quite lovely.”

“Why not.” #147 exhaled, a gun still pressing into his translucent “Why not.” #147 exhaled, a gun still pressing into his translucent 
skin.

“Yu-up.” Was all I could manage, before #7 chirpily concluded,

“Splendid.” 
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